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FINITELY NEIGHBORABLE GROUPOIDS 

By A. Y. W. Lau 

Let Gpd be the category of compact groupoids and continuous homomorphisms. 

A subclass Sis constructed by taking Cartesian products of finite groupoids. 

closed subgroupoids of the products and continuous homomorphic images thereof. 

It will be shown that S is precisely the class of finitely neighborable groupoids. 

Since a compact connected group like the circle group is not finitely neighborable. 

S is a proper subclass of Gpd. 

A groupoid S is a Hausdorff space with a binary operation • : SXS• S. A groupoid 

S is said to be finitely neighborable if for every open cover of S. there exists a 
o 1 TTO finite refinement Z! such that S= U UV where UV is the interior of U and if U. 

UE~ 

VεZ!. then there is a Wε Z! such that UVζW. Clearly. a finitely neighborable 

groupoid is compact. 

LEMMA 1. A linitely neighborable grozφoid is a topologz'cal groupoid (i. e .• the 

operation is jointly continuous). 

PROOF. Let x. yεS where S is a finitely neighborable groupoid. and let xyεU 

V\' here U is an open set. Then γ= {U. S\xy} is an open cover of S. Let Z! be 
o _~O the rt:finement. and xEAV

• yεB
V for some A. BεZ!. Then ABCC for some CεZ!. 

Hence CCU since xyEC. 

In [2]. the foIIowing theorem was shown for semigroups. but the proof could 

be adapted to the groupoid case. 

THEOREM 2. Iet {Sα} be a collection ollinite groupoids. Then each 01 the 

lollowing is linitely neighborable: 

(1) α Cartesian product 01 {Sa} 

(2) a closed subgroupoid 01 the P7'oduct 

(3) a continuous homomorphic image 01 a closed subgrozφoid 01 the product. 

If one takes aII finite groupoids and constructs the class given by (1). (2). (3). 

then the resulting class S is contained in the cIass of finitely neighborable 

groupoids. The ensuing propositions establish that the two cIasses are the same. 
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Before proceeding to the Iemmas, a nerve ‘f of a groupoid S is defined to be a 
o 

finite cover of S such that (1) S= U N
V 

and (2) if U, VE‘/‘, then there exists 
NE ‘y 

a unique Wε/’ such that UVcW and if UVCW’ where W'εf， then WCW' and 

(3) ‘ f is cIosed under nonempty intersection. If f is a nerve, one can define an 

operation on the finite set ‘/‘ byU륨V to be the unique W given by the nerve. If 

(S, d) is a metric space with a bounded metric d , then Iet b(A) = sup [β>0 : 

N/x)CAl where A is a subset of S and Nß(x) is the open sphere of x with 

radius β. 

LEMMA 3. If S is a finitely neighborable groupoid, then every open cove1’ has 

a nert'e refinement. 

PROOF. Let zf be an open cover of S. Then there exists a finite cover γ of S 

given by the definition. Let Jr be the coIlection of aII nonempty intersections of 

γ. Then Jr refines zf since γ is contained in ~끼. Let A, BεX‘. Then A=Al 

n ... nAn and B=B1n ... nB… where Ai' Biεr. There is a Cεr such that 

A1B1CC. So ABCC. Let D be the intersection of aIl sets in r which contain AB. 

Then D is that unique e1ement in X” that contains AB. Also S=U~yo CLU - • WO
• 

VE7 WEh'γ 

Hence 'jjY‘ is the desired refinement. 

If 'if is a nerve of a metric finitely neighborable groupoid S and iEN (N is the 

set of positive integers), then we denote ~ 

(a) diam U <1121 fo1' each Uεg 

(b) zf refines {C
O I Cε'if} 

< g if g is a nerve of S satisfying: 

(c) if Ue2!f, Wε'if and unw~ø， then unwεg 
o . _ __ _ 1 

(d) if UεZf， Wε'if and W 책， then diam U <숭 b(W). 

LEMMA 4. If 'if is a nerve of a metrz'c /z"쩌tely nez"ghborable groupoid S and 

z"EN, then there exists 2!f <'if. 

PROOF. Let L be a Lebesgue number for {CO~ψ cε'if}. Choose e>O such that 

e is smaIIer than aII of L , 1Ii and (1I2)b(W) for aII WE 'if. By Lemma 3, there 

exists Jr a nerve of S with diam U드e for each UEZf. Then Zf= {wnc~ølw 

ε찢， Cε'6'} is the desired nerve. 

THEOREM 5. If S is a metric finzïely nez"ghborable groupoz.d, theχ there exists 
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a conUnuous homomorphz"sm / /:γom a compact totally d z"sconnected groupoz'd P 

onto S. 

PROOF. By Lemma 4, one can get a sequence of nerves zf l' zf 2' ••• such that 

Zfi+l :<. zf i' Eor each z', consider Zfi as a finite groupoid with the multiplication 
.,‘ i +1 ‘ 

U*V. 

Let P= {(UJ."'''TE n Zf./U • .L l CU. for each z'εN}. 
’ ‘도‘’ iEN ’ “ ‘ • 

One proceeds to show that P is a cIosed subgroupoid of the product space. 

Suppose (Ui)쉰N졸P. Then there exists jεN such that U/I~Ui_1' Let W= {U1} 
j 

x {U 2} x ... X {Uj} X ..[1, zf i' Then (Ui)낌NEW and pnw=ø. Hence P is cIosed. 
• t;> 1 

Suppose (Ui)iEN' (Vi)iENεP. Let (Ui)*(Vi)=(UπVi)=(Wi). If jεN， then 

U , , 1 CU, and U , , , CV ,. Hence U , , 1 V ζU，V， CW ,. Since U" 1 V" 1 CW' .L l j. ~.J."，"，.u ...... ,,", V j + 1 r j + 1 '"-'"' J' j '-..,. j ........ .1...1..1. .............. j + 1 .. j + 1 - n j + 1 

and W j+1 nWjεZfj+l by property (c), then W j+ 1 CWj+ 1 nWj since Zfj+ 1 is a 

nerve. Thus W j+ 1 CWj implies (Wi)εP. 

If (U;)섣Nεp， then n If2 contains exactly one point since diam Ui converges .. -“ iEN 
to O. Define f;P• S by /((Ui)iεN)=P where pε n I깐. Suppose f((Ui)iEN)=P 

~.I." iEN ‘ 

EW where W is open in S. Then there exists Uj for some j such that pεUjζW， 

Hence f( {U ,} X…X {U,} X n zf‘;np)cw which implies that f is continuous. 
‘ , i>j ‘ 

Suppose (Ui)iEN' (Vi)iENεP and (Ui)*(Vi) = (Wi) and f((Ui)iεN) =p, f((VJtεN) 

=q. Then pq E(n낀)(nτ)ci긴뀐I nFFz Since UiviζWi . But nJï낀 contains the 

unique pcint f((Wi)iεN)' Hence f((Wi)iEN)=pq=f((Ui)) f((V i)) , i. e. , f is a 

homomorphism. 

FinaIIy, we have to show f is onto. Suppose there exists xεS\f(P). Then there 

exists e>O such that N/x)nf(p)=ø •. Let nεN such that o <1I2n <e/2. Then 

xeug for some U투ζ. Since diam U n <1I2n then U띠f(P) = ø. Choose r> 0 such 

that (1I2)b(Un) <r<b(U시. Then by the definition of b(U씨， there exists Nr(y) 

ζUn· Let y드Ug+1for some U,H 1 εzf n + l' One proceeds to show tha t U n + 1ζUn' 
Let zεUn+ 1 ' Thend(y， z)드diam Un+1 <(1I2)b(Un)<r. Hence zEN/y)CUn. So 

we have found U n+1 εZfn+1 such that Un+ 1ζU n' Continuing this process, one can 

find Un+1' U n+2' ••• such that Un+i εZfn+i and Un+iCUn+i n 十 Z

AIso UnζUn- 1 for some Un_ 1 E Zf• 1 since zfη refines zf n-1' Hence we have 
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UnCU n_1CU,, '-2C ... CU2ζU1 where Ui E 2!i. Thus there exists a sequence U1’ 
U2• U3 •..• Un • ... such that Ui+1 CUi and Ui ε2감. Let a=f((Ui)iεN). Then a ε 

n U;CU". But U "nf(p)=ø. Thus we have acontradiction. 
zεNν ’‘ “ 

THEOROM 6. If S z.s a finitely neighborable groupoid • . then S is a quotient of 

a compact totally disconnected groupoid. 

PROOF. Since S is compact. then S=빨 Sα where Sα is a compact metrizable 

groupoid and the projection function 1ra from S to S，α is surjective. Hence Sα is 

finitely neighborable for each α. Let fα be a continuous homomorphism from a 

compact totally disconnected groupoid T，α onto Sa. Then f: nTα • n Sa is a 

continuous surjective homomorphism where f( (ta)) = Cfa(ta)). Then 지f-l(S) is a 

continuous homomorphism from f-1 (S) onto S. Since f- 1(S) is a subspace of a 
-1 product of total1y disconnected spaces T. then f-~(S) is totally disconnected. 

COROLLARY 7. If X is a conφact Haμsdoκff space. then there is a compact 

totally discomzected Hausdorff space T and a con tz"nuous func tz"on from T onto x. 

PROOF. Put the multiplication xy=x on X and apply Theorem 6. 

QUESTION. If S is a finitely neighborable semigroup. then is there a compact 

totally disconnected semigroup T and a cotinuous homomorphism from T onto S? 

These are some examples of finitely neighborable semigroups. 

EXAMPLE 1. If S is a compact semigroup with. a basis of open subsemigroups. 

then S is finitely neighborable. 

More specific examples like compact semilattices with small semilattices can 
be found in [1]. [3]. [4] and [5]. e.g.. [0.1] with xy=min {x.y} ora product of 

fO. 1J .or a closed subsemigroup thereof. 

EXAìVIPLE2. The interval [α t] under real multipilication where t<1. 

Since h: [0. t] • [0.1/2] defined by h(x)=(1I2)!og χ/log t is a topological isomorphiénn. 

it is enough to cheçk [0.112] is finitely neighborable.. Use these facts about 

[0. 112]: (1) if I x-y I <h and I a-b I <k. then I xa-yb [ <max {h. k}. (2) if e> O. then 
there exists n> 0 such that [0. 112] ’IC [0. e]. Let .. Zt be a finite cover of [e. 1I2] 

by open sets of diameteï. les8 than e. Fcírm γ by taking U1U2 ... U k where k<n 

and U2ε Zt.. Then ru {[O. e)}is the required refinement. 

North Texas State University 

Denton. Texas 76203 U. S. A. 
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